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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Timer1 module found in some dsPIC33/PIC24 family devices shares many features with a classic Type A timer. There is typically a single Timer1 module implemented for each CPU core present in a device. Timers are useful for generating accurate time-based periodic interrupt events for software applications or real-time operating systems. Other uses include counting external pulses or accurate timing measurement of external events by using the timer’s gate feature.

The timers found in some dsPIC33/PIC24 family devices include the following features:
- Asynchronous and Synchronous Operation
- Software-Selectable Internal or External Clock Sources
- Programmable Interrupt Generation and Priority
- Gated External Pulse Counter
- Operation during Sleep mode
- Software Prescalers: 1:1, 1:8, 1:64 and 1:256

Timer1 does not support 32-bit mode.

The unique features of the Timer1 module allow it to be used for Real-Time Clock (RTC) applications. Figure 1-1 illustrates the block diagram of a Timer1 module and Figure 1-2 shows the Timer1 clock input logic.

![Timer1 Block Diagram](image-url)
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Figure 1-2: Timer1 Clock Input Logic

[Diagram showing the logic of Timer1 clock input with labels such as TCS, TGATE, TECS<1:0>, External, System Peripheral Clock, External Gate In, Sync, Prescaler, TSYNC, TCKPS<1:0>, Load Zero, and TMR Clock.]
Each Timer module is a 16-bit timer/counter that consists of the following Special Function Registers (SFRs), which are summarized in Table 2-1:

- **T1CON: Timer1 Control Register**
  This register provides control features for the timer.

- **TMR1: Timer1 Register**
  This register provides the count for the timer.

- **PR1: Timer1 Period Register**
  This register provides the TMR1 match value.

Each Timer module also has the following associated bits for interrupt control:

- **T1IE**: Timer1 Interrupt Enable bit in the IECx Interrupt register
- **T1IF**: Timer1 Interrupt Flag bit in the IFSx Interrupt register
- **T1IP<2:0>**: Timer1 Interrupt Priority bits in the IPCx Interrupt register

Note: Each dsPIC33/PIC24 family device may have one or more timer modules. An ‘x’ used in the names of pins, control/status bits and registers denotes the particular module. For more information, refer to the specific device data sheet.

Note: Refer to “Interrupts” in the “dsPIC33/PIC24 Family Reference Manual” (DS7000600) for more information on these registers.
### Table 2-1: Timer1 SFR Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register Name</th>
<th>Bit Range</th>
<th>Bit 15</th>
<th>Bit 14</th>
<th>Bit 13</th>
<th>Bit 12</th>
<th>Bit 11</th>
<th>Bit 10</th>
<th>Bit 9</th>
<th>Bit 8</th>
<th>Bit 7</th>
<th>Bit 6</th>
<th>Bit 5</th>
<th>Bit 4</th>
<th>Bit 3</th>
<th>Bit 2</th>
<th>Bit 1</th>
<th>Bit 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1CON</td>
<td>15:0</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>SIDL</td>
<td>TWDIS</td>
<td>TWIP</td>
<td>PRWIP</td>
<td>TECS1</td>
<td>TECS0</td>
<td>TGate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>TCKPS1</td>
<td>TCKPS0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>TSYNC</td>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR1</td>
<td>15:0</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>TMR1&lt;15:0&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1</td>
<td>15:0</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>PR1&lt;15:0&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**

— = unimplemented, read as ‘0’.
### Register 2-1: T1CON: Timer1 Control Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit 15</th>
<th>Bit 14</th>
<th>Bit 13</th>
<th>Bit 12</th>
<th>Bit 11</th>
<th>Bit 10</th>
<th>Bit 9-8</th>
<th>Bit 7</th>
<th>Bit 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>U-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TON(1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>SIDL</td>
<td>TWDIS</td>
<td>TWIP</td>
<td>PRWIP</td>
<td>TECS1</td>
<td>TECS0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Legend:
- **R** = Readable bit
- **W** = Writable bit
- **U** = Unimplemented bit, read as ‘0’
- **-n** = Value at POR
- ‘1’ = Bit is set
- ‘0’ = Bit is cleared
- **x** = Bit is unknown

#### Bit Descriptions:
- **bit 15**: TON: Timer1 Enable bit
  - 1 = Timer1 is enabled
  - 0 = Timer1 is disabled
- **bit 14**: Unimplemented: Read as ‘0’
- **bit 13**: SIDL: Timer1 Stop in Idle Mode bit
  - 1 = Discontinues operation when device enters Idle mode
  - 0 = Continues operation when device enters Idle mode
- **bit 12**: TWDIS: Asynchronous Timer1 Write Disable bit
  - 1 = Writes to TMR1 are ignored until pending write operation completes
  - 0 = Back-to-back writes are enabled (legacy asynchronous timer functionality)
- **bit 11**: TWIP: Asynchronous Timer1 Write in Progress bit
  - In Asynchronous Timer mode:
    - 1 = Asynchronous write to TMR1 register is in progress
    - 0 = Asynchronous write to TMR1 register is complete
  - In Synchronous Timer mode:
    - This bit is read as ‘0’.
- **bit 10**: PRWIP: Asynchronous Period Write in Progress bit
  - 1 = Write to the Period register in Asynchronous mode is pending
  - 0 = Write to the Period register in Asynchronous mode is complete
- **bit 9-8**: TECS<1:0>: Timer1 Extended Clock Select bits
  - 11 = Reserved
  - 10 = Clock input from internal Low-Power RC (LPRC) Oscillator
  - 01 = External Clock (EC) input from T1CK pin
  - 00 = Secondary Oscillator (SOSC)(2)
- **bit 7**: TGATE: Timer1 Gated Time Accumulation Enable bit
  - When TCS = 1:
    - When TCS = 1:
      - 1 = Gated time accumulation is enabled
      - 0 = Gated time accumulation is disabled
    - This bit is ignored.
  - When TCS = 0:
    - 1 = Gated time accumulation is enabled
    - 0 = Gated time accumulation is disabled
- **bit 6**: Unimplemented: Read as ‘0’

#### Notes:
1. When using the 1:1 PBCLK divisor, the user’s software should not read/write the peripheral SFRs in the SYSCCLK cycle immediately following the instruction that clears the module’s TON bit.
2. Not all devices implement a Secondary Oscillator. Please refer to the device-specific data sheet for more information.
Register 2-1: T1CON: Timer1 Control Register (Continued)

bit 5-4  TCKPS<1:0>: Timer1 Input Clock Prescale Select bits
  11 = 1:256 prescale value
  10 = 1:64 prescale value
  01 = 1:8 prescale value
  00 = 1:1 prescale value

bit 3  Unimplemented: Read as '0'

bit 2  TSYNC: Timer1 External Clock Input Synchronization Selection bit
  When TCS = 1:
    1 = External Clock input is synchronized
    0 = External Clock input is not synchronized
  When TCS = 0:
    This bit is ignored.

bit 1  TCS: Timer1 Clock Source Select bit
  When the TECS<1:0> bits are Implemented:
    TCS is derived from the TECS<1:0> selection.
  When the TECS<1:0> bits are Unimplemented:
    1 = External Clock is from the T1CK pin
    0 = Internal Peripheral Bus Clock

bit 0  Unimplemented: Read as '0'

Note 1: When using the 1:1 PBCLK divisor, the user’s software should not read/write the peripheral SFRs in the SYSClk cycle immediately following the instruction that clears the module’s TON bit.

2: Not all devices implement a Secondary Oscillator. Please refer to the device-specific data sheet for more information.
Register 2-2: TMR1: Timer1 Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bit 15</th>
<th>bit 14</th>
<th>bit 13</th>
<th>bit 12</th>
<th>bit 11</th>
<th>bit 10</th>
<th>bit 9</th>
<th>bit 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR1&lt;15:0&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bit 15       TMR1<15:0>: Timer1 Count Register bits

Legend:
R = Readable bit  W = Writable bit  U = Unimplemented bit, read as ‘0’
-n = Value at POR  ‘1’ = Bit is set  ‘0’ = Bit is cleared  x = Bit is unknown

Register 2-3: PR1: Timer1 Period Register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bit 15</th>
<th>bit 14</th>
<th>bit 13</th>
<th>bit 12</th>
<th>bit 11</th>
<th>bit 10</th>
<th>bit 9</th>
<th>bit 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>U-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
<td>R/W-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1&lt;15:8&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bit 15       PR1<15:8>: Timer1 Period Register bits

Legend:
R = Readable bit  W = Writable bit  U = Unimplemented bit, read as ‘0’
-n = Value at POR  ‘1’ = Bit is set  ‘0’ = Bit is cleared  x = Bit is unknown

bit 15-0       PR1<15:0>: Timer1 Period Register bits
3.0 Modes of Operation

3.1 16-Bit Modes

The Timer1 modules found in dsPIC33/PIC24 family devices support the following modes of operation:

- 16-Bit Synchronous Clock Counter
- 16-Bit Synchronous External Clock Counter
- 16-Bit Gated Timer
- 16-Bit Asynchronous External Counter

The 16-Bit Timer modes are determined by the following bits:

- TCS (T1CON<1>): Timer1 Clock Source Select bit
- TGATE (T1CON<7>): Timer1 Gated Time Accumulation Enable bit
- TSYNC (T1CON<2>): Timer1 External Clock Input Synchronization Selection bit

3.1.1 16-BIT TIMER CONSIDERATIONS

The following should be considered when using a 16-bit timer:

- All timer module SFRs can be written to as a byte (8 bits) or as a half-word (16 bits)
- All timer module SFRs can be read from as a byte or as a half-word

3.2 16-Bit Synchronous Clock Counter Mode

The Synchronous Clock Counter mode operation provides the following capabilities:

- Elapsed time measurements
- Time delays
- Periodic timer interrupts

In this mode, the input clock source for the timer is the internal Peripheral Bus Clock, PBCLK. It is selected by clearing the Timer1 Clock Source Select bit, TCS (T1CON<1> = 0). Timer1 External Clock Input Synchronization Selection bit, TSYNC (T1CON<2>), is ignored in this mode.

Timers that use a 1:1 timer input clock prescale, operate at a timer clock rate that is the same as the PBCLK, and which increments the TMR1 Count register on every rising timer clock edge. The timer continues to increment until the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. The TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next timer clock cycle, and then continues to increment and repeats the period match until the timer is disabled. If the PR1 Period register value = 0x0000, the TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next timer clock cycle, but does not continue to increment.

Timers using a 1 timer input clock prescale = N (other than 1:1) operate at a timer clock rate (PBCLK ÷ N), and the TMR1 Count register increments on every Nth timer clock rising edge. For example, if the timer input clock prescale is 1:8, the timer increments on every eighth timer clock cycle. The timer continues to increment until the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. The TMR1 Count register then resets to 0x0000 after 'N' more timer clock cycles, and then continues to increment and repeats the period match until the timer is disabled. If the PR1 Period register value = 0x0000, the TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next Nth timer clock cycle, but will not continue to increment.

Timer1 generates a timer event one-half timer clock cycle (on the falling edge) after the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. T1IF is set within one PBCLK, plus two SYSCLK cycles of this event, and if the Timer1 Interrupt Enable bit, T1IE, is set, an interrupt is generated.
3.2.1 16-BIT SYNCHRONOUS CLOCK COUNTER CONSIDERATIONS

The timer period is determined by the value in the PR1 Period register. To initialize the timer period, a user may write to the PR1 Period register directly at any time while the timer is disabled (TON bit = 0) or during a timer match Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) while the timer is enabled (TON bit = 1). In all other cases, writing to the Period register while the timer is enabled is not recommended and may allow unintended period matches to occur. The maximum period that can be loaded is 0xFFFF.

Writing 0x0000 to the PR1 Period register allows a TMR1 match to occur; however, no interrupt is generated.

3.2.2 16-BIT SYNCHRONOUS COUNTER INITIALIZATION STEPS

The following steps must be performed to configure the timer for 16-bit Synchronous Timer mode.

1. Clear the TON control bit (T1CON<15> = 0) to disable the timer.
2. Clear the TCS control bit (T1CON<1> = 0) to select the internal PBCLK source.
3. Select the desired timer input clock prescale.
4. Load/clear the Timer1 register, TMR1.
5. Load the Timer1 Period register, PR1, with the desired 16-bit match value.
6. If interrupts are used:
   a) Clear the T1IF interrupt flag bit in the IFSx register.
   b) Configure the interrupt priority levels in the IPCx register.
   c) Set the T1IE interrupt enable bit in the IECx register.
7. Set the TON control bit (T1CON<15> = 1) to enable the timer.

Example 3-1: 16-Bit Synchronous Clock Counter Example Code

```
T1CON = 0x0;        // Stop timer and clear control register, // set prescaler at 1:1, internal clock source
TMR1 = 0x0; // Clear timer register
PR1 = 0xFFFF; // Load period register
T1CONbits.TON = 1; // Start timer
```
3.3 16-Bit Synchronous External Clock Counter Mode

The Synchronous External Clock Counter mode operation provides the following capabilities:

• Counting periodic or non-periodic pulses
• Using External Clock as the time base for timers

For Timer1, the External Clock source can be connected to either the T1CK pin or it can be selected based on the settings of the Timer1 Extended Clock Select bits, TECS<1:0> (T1CON<9:8>). The Timer1 Clock Source Select bit, TCS (T1CON<1>), must be set to ‘1’ to enable operation from an External Clock source.

Timer1 timers that use a 1:1 timer input clock prescale increment the TMR1 Count register on every rising External Clock edge after synchronization. The timer continues to increment until the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. The TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next rising External Clock edge after synchronization. The timer interrupt flag is set and the CPU executes the timer Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) if the interrupt is enabled. The TMR1 Count register continues to increment and repeats the period match until the timer is disabled. If the PR1 Period register value = 0x0000, the TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next timer clock cycle, but will not continue to increment.

Timer1 timers using a timer input clock prescale = N (other than 1:1) operate at a timer clock rate (External Clock ÷ N), and the TMR1 Count register increments on every Nth External Clock rising edge after synchronization. For example, if the timer input clock prescale is 1:8, the timer increments on every eight External Clock cycles. The timer continues to increment until the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. The TMR1 Count register then resets to 0x0000 after N more External Clock cycles, and then continues to increment and repeats the period match until the timer is disabled. If the PR1 Period register value = 0x0000, the TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next External Clock cycle, but does not continue to increment.

Timer1 generates a timer event one-half timer clock cycle (on the falling edge) after the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. T1IF is set within one PBCLK, plus two SYSCLK cycles of this event, and if the Timer1 Interrupt Enable bit, T1IE, is set, an interrupt is generated.

3.3.1 16-BIT SYNCHRONOUS EXTERNAL CLOCK COUNTER

CONSIDERATIONS

This section describes items that should be considered when using the 16-bit synchronous External Clock counter.

Timer1 timers operating from a synchronized External Clock source will not operate in Sleep mode, since the synchronization circuit is disabled during Sleep mode.

Timer1 timers using a timer input clock prescale = N (other than 1:1) require two to three External Clock cycles, after the TON bit = 1, before the TMR1 Count register increments. For more information, see Section 3.8 “Timer Latency Considerations”.

When operating the timer in Synchronous Counter mode, the external input clock must meet certain minimum high time and low time requirements. Refer to the “Electrical Characteristics” chapter in the specific device data sheet for further details.
3.3.2 16-BIT SYNCHRONOUS EXTERNAL COUNTER INITIALIZATION STEPS

The following steps must be performed to configure the timer for 16-Bit Synchronous Counter mode:

1. Clear the TON control bit (T1CON<15> = 0) to disable the timer.
2. If available on the device, set the External Clock source using the TECS<1:0> bits (T1CON<9:8>).
3. Set the TCS control bit (T1CON<1> = 1) to enable the clock selection.
4. Set the TSYNC control bit (T1CON<2> = 1) to enable clock synchronization.
5. Select the desired timer input clock prescale.
6. Load/clear the Timer1 register, TMR1.
7. If using period match:
   a) Load the Timer1 Period register, PR1, with the desired 16-bit match value.
8. If interrupts are used:
   a) Clear the T1IF interrupt flag bit in the IFSx register.
   b) Configure the interrupt priority levels in the IPC1 register.
   c) Set the T1IE interrupt enable bit in the IEC1 register.
9. Set the TON control bit (T1CON<15> = 1) to enable the timer.

Example 3-2: 16-Bit Synchronous External Counter Example Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1CON = 0x0; // Stop timer and clear control register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLCON = 0x0106; // Set prescaler at 1:1, external clock source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM1R = 0x0; // Clear timer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1 = 0xFFFF; // Load period register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLCONbits.TON = 1; // Start timer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 16-Bit Gated Timer Mode

The gate operation starts on a rising edge of the signal applied to the T1CK pin. The TMR1 Count register increments while the external gate signal remains high. The gate operation terminates on the falling edge of the signal applied to the T1CK pin. The Timer1 Interrupt Flag, T1IF, is set.

The timer clock source is the internal Peripheral Bus Clock, PBCLK, and is selected by clearing the TCS control bit (T1CON<1>) = 0. Timer1 timers automatically provide synchronization to the Peripheral Bus Clock; therefore, the Timer1 External Clock Input Synchronization Selection bit, TSYNC (T1CON<2>), is ignored in this mode. In Gated Timer mode, the input clock is gated by the signal applied to the T1CK pin. The Gated Timer mode is enabled by setting the TGATE control bit (T1CON<7>) = 1.

Timer1 timers using a 1:1 timer input clock prescale operate at a timer clock rate the same as the PBCLK and increment the TMR1 Count register on every rising timer clock edge. The timer continues to increment until the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. The TMR1 Count register then resets to 0x0000 on the next timer clock cycle, and then continues to increment and repeats the period match until the falling edge of the gate signal or the timer is disabled by clearing TON (T1CON<15> = 0). The timer does not generate an interrupt when a timer period match occurs.

Timer1 timers using a timer input clock prescale = N (other than 1:1) operate at a timer clock rate (PBCLK ÷ N), and the TMR1 Count register increments on every Nth timer clock rising edge. For example, if the timer input clock prescale is 1:8, the timer increments on every eighth timer clock cycle. The timer continues to increment until the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. The TMR1 Count register then resets to 0x0000 after 'N' more timer clock cycles, and continues to increment and repeats the period match until the falling edge of the gate signal or the timer is disabled by clearing TON (T1CON<15> = 0). The timer does not generate an interrupt when a timer period match occurs.

On the falling edge of the gate signal, the count operations terminate, a Timer event is generated, and the Timer1 Interrupt Flag bit (T1IF) is set one PBCLK, plus two SYSCLK system clock cycles, after the falling edge of the signal on the gate pin. The TMR1 Count register is not reset to 0x0000. Reset the TMR1 Count register if it is desired to start from zero on the next rising edge gate input.

The resolution of the timer count is directly related to the timer clock period. When the timer input clock prescale is 1:1, the timer clock period is one Peripheral Bus Clock cycle, TPBCLK. For a timer input clock prescale of 1:8, the timer clock period is eight times the Peripheral Bus Clock cycle.

3.4.1 SPECIAL GATED TIMER MODE CONSIDERATIONS

This section describes the items that should be considered when using the special Gated Timer mode.

Note: Gated Timer mode is overridden if the Timer1 Clock Source Select bit (TCS) is set to an External Clock source, TCS = 1. For Gated Timer mode operation, the internal clock source must be selected (TCS = 0).

Timer1 timers using a timer input clock prescale = N (other than 1:1) require two to three timer clock cycles after the TON bit = 1, before the TMR1 Count register increments. For more information, see Section 3.8 “Timer Latency Considerations”.

For details on gate width pulse requirements, refer to the “Electrical Characteristics” chapter in the specific device data sheet.
3.4.2  16-BIT GATED TIMER INITIALIZATION STEPS

The following steps must be performed to configure the timer for 16-Bit Gated Timer mode:

1. Clear the TON control bit (TxCON<15> = 0) to disable the timer.
2. Clear the TCS control bit (TxCON<1> = 0) to select the internal PBCLK source.
3. Set the TGATE control bit (T1CON<7> = 1) to enable Gated Timer mode.
4. Select the desired prescaler.
5. Clear the Timer1 register, TMR1.
6. Load the Timer1 Period register, PR1, with the desired 16-bit match value.
7. If interrupts are used:
   a) Clear the T1IF interrupt flag bit in the IFSx register.
   b) Configure the interrupt priority levels in the IPCx register.
   c) Set the T1IE interrupt enable bit in the IECx register.
8. Set the TON control bit (TxCON<15> = 1) to enable the timer.

Example 3-3:  16-Bit Gated Timer Example Code

```
T1CON = 0x0; // Stop timer and clear control register
T1CON = 0x0080; // Gated Timer mode, prescaler at 1:1, internal clock source
TMR1 = 0x0; // Clear timer register
PR1 = 0xFFFF; // Load period register with 16-bit match value
T1CONbits.TON = 1; // Start timer
```
3.5 Asynchronous Clock Counter Mode

The Asynchronous Timer Clock Counter mode operation can operate during Sleep mode and can generate an interrupt on a period register match that will wake the processor from Sleep or Idle mode.

Timer1 has the ability to operate in an Asynchronous Counting mode using an External Clock source. The External Clock source can be connected to either the T1CK pin or it can be selected based on the settings of the Timer Extended Clock Select bits, TEC<1:0> (TxCON<9:8>). The Timer1 Clock Source Select bit, TCS (T1CON<1>), must be set to ‘1’ to enable operation from an External Clock source. This mode requires that the External Clock synchronization be disabled by setting the TSYNC bit (T1CON<2>) = 0.

Timer1, using a 1:1 timer input clock prescale, operates at the same clock rate as the applied External Clock rate and increments the TMR1 Count register on every rising timer clock edge. The timer continues to increment until the TMR1 Count register matches the Timer1 PR1 Period register value. The TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next timer clock cycle, and then continues to increment and repeats the period match until the timer is disabled. If the PR1 Period register value = 0x0000, the TMR1 Count register resets to 0x0000 on the next timer clock cycle, but will not continue to increment.

Timer1 generates a timer event when the TMR1 Count register matches the PR1 Period register value. The Timer1 Interrupt Flag bit, T1IF, is set within one PBCLK, plus two SYSCLK system clock cycles of this event. If the Timer1 Interrupt Enable bit is set, T1IE = 1, an interrupt is generated.

3.5.1 ASYNCHRONOUS MODE TMR1 READ AND WRITE OPERATIONS

Due to the asynchronous nature of Timer1 operating in this mode, reading and writing to the TMR1 Count register requires synchronization between the asynchronous clock source and the internal PBCLK Peripheral Bus Clock. Timer1 features a control bit, the Asynchronous Timer1 Write Disable bit (TWDIS), and a status bit, the Asynchronous Timer1 Write in Progress bit (TWIP), to provide users with two options for safely writing to the TMR1 Count register while Timer1 is enabled. These bits have no effect in Synchronous Clock Counter modes.

Option 1 is the legacy Timer1 Write mode, TWDIS bit = 0. To determine when it is safe to write to the TMR1 Count register, it is recommended to poll the TWIP bit. When TWIP = 0, it is safe to perform the next write operation to the TMR1 Count register. When TWIP = 1, the previous write operation to the TMR1 Count register is still being synchronized and any additional write operations should wait until TWIP = 0.

Option 2 is the new Synchronized Timer1 Write mode, TWDIS bit = 1. A write to the TMR1 Count register can be performed at any time. However, if the previous write operation to the TMR1 Count register is still being synchronized, any additional write operations are ignored.

When performing a write to the TMR1 Count register, two to three asynchronous External Clock cycles are required for the value to be synchronized into the register.

Note: A write to the TMR1 Count register must be performed prior to configuring Timer1 for Asynchronous mode if the proper procedure to check TWIP and TWDIS is not followed.

When performing a read from the TMR1 Count register, synchronization requires two PBCLK cycle delays between the current unsynchronized value in the TMR1 Count register and the synchronized value returned by the read operation. In other words, the value read is always two PBCLK cycles behind the actual value in the TMR1 Count register.
3.5.2 ASYNCHRONOUS CLOCK COUNTER CONSIDERATIONS

This section describes items that should be considered when using the Asynchronous Clock Counter mode.

After being enabled, Timer1 does not start counting immediately when an External Clock source is used as an input and the TSYNC bit (T1CON<2>) = 0. To circumvent this limitation, the Timer1 register can be preset with an offset value or the TSYNC bit should be set to ‘1’. The preset value has been empirically determined to be six.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the scenario previously mentioned, where the Timer1 register does not begin counting until the sixth clock pulse after Timer1 is enabled. The timer period match occurs after the twelfth clock pulse and the Timer1 Interrupt Flag (T1IF) is set. For more information, see Section 3.8 “Timer Latency Considerations”.

The external input clock must meet certain minimum high time and low time requirements when used in Asynchronous Counter mode. For more information, refer to the “Electrical Characteristics” chapter in the specific device data sheet.

Figure 3-1: Timer1 in Asynchronous Mode with External Clock as Input (TSYNC = 0)
3.5.3 ASYNCHRONOUS EXTERNAL CLOCK COUNTER INITIALIZATION STEPS

The following steps must be performed to configure the timer for 16-bit Asynchronous Counter mode.

1. Clear the TON control bit (T1CON<15> = 0) to disable the timer.
2. If available on the device, set the External Clock source using the TECS<1:0> bits (T1CON<9:8>).
3. Set the TCS control bit (T1CON<1> = 1) to enable External Clock selection.
4. Clear the TSYNC control bit (T1CON<2> = 0) to disable clock synchronization.
5. Select the desired prescaler.
6. Load/clear the Timer1 register, TMR1.
7. If using period match, load the Timer1 Period register, PR1, with the desired 16-bit match value.
8. If interrupts are used:
   a) Clear the T1IF interrupt flag bit in the IFSx register.
   b) Configure the interrupt priority levels in the IPCx register.
   c) Set the T1IE interrupt enable bit in the IECx register.
9. Set the TON control bit (T1CON<15> = 1) to enable the timer.

Example 3-4: 16-Bit Asynchronous Counter Mode Code Example

```c
/* 16-bit Asynchronous Counter Mode Example */
T1CON = 0x0; // Stops the Timer1 and resets the control register
TMR1 = 0x0;  // Clear timer register
T1CON = 0x0102; // Set prescaler 1:1, external clock, asynchronous mode
PR1 = 0xFFFF; // Load period register
T1CONbits.TON = 1; // Start timer
```

3.6 Timer Prescalers

Timer1 timers provide input clock (Peripheral Bus Clock or External Clock) prescale options of 1:1, 1:8, 1:64 and 1:256, which can be selected by using the TCKPS<1:0> bits (T1CON<5:4>).

The prescaler counter is cleared when any of the following occurs:

- A write to the TMR1 register
- Disabling the Timer1 TON bit (T1CON<15>) = 0
- Any device Reset
3.7 Writing to T1CON, TMR1 and PR1 Registers

The Timer1 module is disabled and powered off when the TON bit (T1CON<15>) = 0, thus providing maximum power savings.

To prevent unpredictable timer behavior, it is recommended that the timer be disabled before writing to any of the T1CON register bits or the timer input clock prescaler. Attempting to set the TON bit = 1 and writing to any T1CON register bits in the same instruction may cause erroneous timer operation.

The PR1 Period register can be written to while the module is operating. However, to prevent unintended period matches, writing to the PR1 Period register while the timer is enabled (TON bit = 1) is not recommended.

The TMR1 Count register can be written to while the module is operating. The user should be aware of the following points when byte writes are performed:

- If the timer is incrementing and the low byte of the timer is written to, the upper byte of the timer is not affected. If 0xFF is written into the low byte of the timer, the next timer count clock after this write will cause the low byte to roll over to 0x00 and generate a carry into the high byte of the timer.
- If the timer is incrementing and the high byte of the timer is written to, the low byte of the timer is not affected. If the low byte of the timer contains 0xFF when the write occurs, the next timer count clock will generate a carry from the timer low byte and this carry will cause the upper byte of the timer to increment.

Additionally, the TMR1 Count register can be written to while the module is operating. For information on Asynchronous Clock mode operations, see Section 3.5.1 “Asynchronous Mode TMR1 Read and Write Operations”.

When the TMR1 register is written to (a word, half-word or byte) via an instruction, the TMR1 register increment is masked and does not occur during that instruction cycle.

The TMR1 Count register is not reset to zero when the module is disabled.
3.8 Timer Latency Considerations

The Timer1 module can use the internal Peripheral Bus Clock (PBCLK) or an External Clock (EC). There are considerations regarding latencies of operations performed on the timer. These latencies represent the time delay between the moment an operation is executed (read or write) and the moment its first effect begins, as shown in Table 3-1.

Reading and writing the T1CON, TMR1 and PR1 registers in any Synchronized Clock mode do not require synchronization of data between the main SYSCLK clock domain and the Timer1 module clock domain. Therefore, the operation is immediate. However, when operating Timer1 in Asynchronous Clock mode, reading the TMR1 count register requires two PBCLK cycles for synchronization, while writing to the TMR1 count register requires two to three timer clock cycles for synchronization.

For example, if Timer1 is using an asynchronous clock source and a read operation of the TMR1 register is being executed, two PBCLK peripheral bus clocks are required to synchronize this data to the TMR1 Count register. Therefore, the value of the TMR1 read will be two PBCLK cycles behind the actual TMR1 count.

Additionally, if an External Clock source is being used, two to three External Clock cycles will be required after the TON bit (T1CON<15>) is set (= 1) before the timer will start incrementing. The interrupt flag latency represents the time delay between the timer event and the moment the timer interrupt flag is active.

The interrupt flag latency represents the time delay between the timer event and the moment the timer interrupt flag is active.

Table 3-1: Timer1 Latencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>PBCLK Internal Clock</th>
<th>Synchronous External Clock</th>
<th>Asynchronous External Clock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set TON = 1 (Enables Timer)</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>2-3 TMRCLKCY</td>
<td>2-3 TMRCLKCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set TON = 0 (Disables Timer)</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>2-3 TMRCLKCY</td>
<td>2-3 TMRCLKCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read PR1</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write PR1</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read TMR1</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>2 PBCLKs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write TMR1</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>0 PBCLKs</td>
<td>2-3 TMRCLKCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt Flag INTF = 1</td>
<td>1 PBCLK + 2 to 3 SYSCLKs</td>
<td>1 PBCLK + 2 to 3 SYSCLKs</td>
<td>(TMRCLKCY x 2) + 2 to 3 SYSCLKs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: TMRCLKCY = External synchronous or asynchronous timer clock cycles.
4.0 INTERRUPTS

The Timer1 module has the ability to generate an interrupt on a period match or falling edge of the external gate signal, depending on the operating mode.

The T1IF bit is set when one of the following conditions is true:

- When the TMR1 count matches the respective PR1 register and the Timer1 module is not operating in Gated Time Accumulation mode
- When the falling edge of the gate signal is detected while the Timer1 is operating in Gated Time Accumulation mode

The T1IF bit must be cleared in software.

The Timer1 module is enabled as a source of interrupt via the Timer1 Interrupt Enable bit, T1IE.

The Timer1 Interrupt Priority Level bits, T1IP<2:0>.

Note: A special case occurs when the PR1 register is loaded with ‘0’ and the timer is enabled. An interrupts is not generated for this configuration.

4.1 Interrupt Configuration

The Timer1 module has a dedicated interrupt flag bit (T1IF) and a corresponding interrupt enable/mask bit (T1IE).

The T1IF bit is set when the timer count matches the respective Period register and the timer module is not operational in Gated Time Accumulation mode. This bit is also set if the falling edge of the gate signal is detected when the timer is operating in Gated Time Accumulation mode. The T1IF bit is set, regardless of the state of the corresponding T1IE bit. If required, the T1IF bit can be polled by software.

The T1IE bit is used to define the behavior of the interrupt controller when the T1IF bit is set. When the T1IE bit is clear, the interrupt controller does not generate a CPU interrupt for the event. If the T1IE bit is set, the interrupt controller generates an interrupt to the CPU when the T1IF bit is set (subject to the interrupt priority).

It is the responsibility of the user’s software routine that services a particular interrupt to clear the appropriate interrupt flag bit before the service routine is complete.

The priority of the Timer1 module can be set with the T1IP<2:0> bits. This priority defines the priority group to which the interrupt source will be assigned. The priority groups range from a value of 7 (the highest priority) to a value of 0 (which does not generate an interrupt). An interrupt being serviced will be preempted by an interrupt in a higher priority group.

After an enabled interrupt is generated, the CPU will jump to the vector assigned to that interrupt. The vector number for the interrupt is the same as the natural order number. The CPU will then begin executing code at the vector address. The user’s code at this vector address should perform any application-specific operations and clear the T1IF interrupt flag, and then exit. For more information on interrupts and vector address details, refer to “Interrupts” in the “dsPIC33/PIC24 Family Reference Manual” (DS7000600).
5.0 OPERATION IN POWER-SAVING MODES

5.1 Timer Operation in Sleep Mode

As the device enters Sleep mode, the System Clock (SYSCLK) and Peripheral Bus Clock (PBCLK) are disabled.

The Timer1 timer can operate asynchronously from an External Clock source. Therefore, the Timer1 module can continue to operate during Sleep mode.

To operate in Sleep mode, the Timer1 module is configured as follows:

- Timer1 module is enabled, TON bit (T1CON<15>) = 1
- Timer1 clock source is selected as external, TCS bit (T1CON<1>) = 1
- TSYNC bit (T1CON<2>) is set to a logic '0' (Asynchronous Counter mode enabled)

When these conditions are met, Timer1 continues to count and detect period matches when the device is in Sleep mode. When a match between the timer and the Period register occurs, the T1IF status bit is set. If the T1IE bit is set, and its priority is greater than the current CPU priority, the device wakes from Sleep or Idle mode and executes the Timer1 Interrupt Service Routine.

If the assigned priority level of the Timer1 interrupt is less than, or equal to, the current CPU priority level, the CPU is not awakened and the device enters Idle mode.

5.2 Timer Operation in Idle Mode

When the device enters Idle mode, the system clock sources remain functional and the CPU stops executing code. The Timer1 module can optionally continue to operate in Idle mode.

The setting of the SIDL bit (T1CON<13>) determines whether the Timer1 module stops in Idle mode, or continues to operate normally. If SIDL = 0, the Timer1 Module continues operation in Idle mode. If SIDL = 1, the Timer1 module stops in Idle mode.

6.0 EFFECTS OF VARIOUS RESETS

6.1 Device Reset

All Timer1 registers are forced to their Reset states on a device Reset.

6.2 Power-on Reset (POR)

All Timer1 registers are forced to their Reset states on a Power-on Reset (POR).

6.3 Watchdog Timer Reset

All Timer1 registers are forced to their Reset states on a Watchdog Timer Reset.
7.0 RELATED APPLICATION NOTES

This section lists application notes that are related to this section of the manual. These application notes may not be written specifically for the dsPIC33/PIC24 device families, but the concepts are pertinent and could be used with modification and possible limitations. The current application notes related to the Timer1 module are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Application Note #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No related application notes at this time.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Please visit the Microchip web site ([www.microchip.com](http://www.microchip.com)) for additional application notes and code examples for the dsPIC33/PIC24 families of devices.
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